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Abstract 
Materials used in energy storage and conversion (e.g. fuel cells, batteries, electrolyzers, CO2 
separation membranes) all consist of heterogeneous functional materials that exhibit functional 
behavior in a manner that controls their collective performance as an energy system. There is a 
critical need to understand the role of a material’s structure, morphology, and composition on 
system performance1. This talk presents a non-destructive approach to image and characterize 
energy materials using synchrotron-based transmission x-ray microscopy, including XANES 
nanotomography2 to analyze chemical and structural changes in materials during operation, and 
high temperature in situ imaging of Ni particles during oxidation and reduction3. Several 
theoretical approaches including numerical methods (lattice Boltzmann, finite element4) and 
analytical methods (electrochemical fin theory5) are used to analyze mass transfer, heat transfer, 
ionic/electronic charge transfer, and chemical / electrochemical reaction rates. To demonstrate 
this approach, solid oxide fuel cell and ceramic composite gas separation membranes are 
examined to provide fundamental insight into the origins of microstructured-induced transport 
losses during operation. 
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